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, 1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we review tile progress of the shell-model approach to un-

derstanding the properties of light exotic nuclei (A<40). By "shell-model"

we mean the consistent and large-scale application of the classic methods

discussed, for example, in the book of de-Shalit and Talmi (Ref 1). Modern

calculations incorporate as many of the important configurations as possi-
ble and make use of realistic effective interactions for the valence nucleons

(Ref 2). Properties such as the nuclear densities depend on the mean-field

potential, which is usually treated separately from the valence interaction.
We will discuss results for radii which are based on a standard Hartree-Fock

approach with Skyrme-type interactions (Ref 3).

With the present generation of shell-model codes run on VAX computers,

treatment of cases with J-scheme dimensions of up to about 7,000 is routine

(Ref 4). At this level we are able to consider the full basis for both protons
and neutrons in the 0p or ls0d major shells, as well as for protons in the

' 0I, shell combined with neutrons in the ls0d shell. For many cases in which

protons in the lsOd shell are combined with neutrons in the lp0f shell, the

d':mensions are already over 7000. Itowever, many interesting sd-pf cases are

possible, and we have considered a few cases in the sd-pf model space with

dimensions up to about 12,000 (Ref 5).
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Table 1' Table of model spaces and interactions
Model space Interaction Type Code

0p (p) Cohen-Kurath TBME CK Ref 6
Millener POT M Ref 7

ls0d (sd) Wildenthal rl'BME+G W Ref 8
Brownetal. POT SDPOTA Ref9

lp0f(pf) McGrory TBME+G MG Ref 10
p-sd Poppelier et al. TI PG Ref 11

Millener-Kurath POT MK Ref 12
sd-pf Warburton et al. POT WBMB Ref 13

In Table I we summarize tile model spaces and interactions used in tile

discussions. We give tile interactions used within tile major shells (p, sd and
pf) and tile cross-shell interaction for the combined shells (p-sd and sd-pf).
The total interaction in tile combined shells may be unified, as in the case

of the PG interaction, or it may be composed of three parts representing tile
components within tile two major shell plus the cross terms. The ones of
this type discussed here are M-W-MK for the region 2<Z<8 and 8<_N_<20
and W-MG-WBMB for 8<Z<20 and 20<_N_<40.

Ali interactions have been adjusted by a least-squares fit to some selection
of binding energy and excitation energy data (the fit-data set). This was ac-

complished by varying the individual two-body matrix elements (TBME), by
varying the well determined linear combinations of two-body matrix elements

and keeping the rest fixed at some G matrix values (TBME+G), by varying
parameters of some potential (POT), or by varying the Talmi integrals (TI).
We note that ali of these effective interactions are very close to that expected
from microscopic G-matrix calculations based on the nucleon-nucleon inter-

action, but that the small differences from the G matrix are very important
for detailed spectroscopy (Ref 2 and Ref 4).

Within the above framework we are able in principle to discuss ali ob-
served properties of the exotic nuclei. Many of these properties will now

be discussed, roughly in order of increasing complexity. First, the binding r
energy systematics of neutron rich nuclei are discussed in the framework of

i

0trw shell-model configurations (See. 2). "0/i,w" means that the nucleons are
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assumed to fill the lowest available major-shell configurations. The deviation
between experiment and theory in this context for nuclei around 32Mg will
then be addressed in terms of cross-shell (nhw) excitations (See. 3). Next we
discuss the _ decay properties, starting with half-life comparisons and going
into some details of the Gamow-Teller strength functions and the subsequent
delayed particle emission (See. 4). Finally, we address the question of the
large radii and large Coulomb break-up cross sections found for the neutron
rich Li and Be isotopes (See. 5). Summaries will be included in each section.

2. BINDING ENERGIES

The first property usually measured for the most exotic nuclei is whether
or not they are bound to nucleon decay. When a nucleus is bound to nucleon
decay it can only decay by the weak interaction and will have a half-life on the
order of milliseconds or greater. This will be referred to as a "stable" nucleus
in the discussion below. A nucleus which does decay by nucleon emission
will be referred to as "unstable." If a nucleus is stable its mass excess can

be measured. E cen for unstable nuclei, the mass excess of the ground and
excited states can be measured by transfer reactions if the appropriate target
is available. The only important nucleon-decay channel for the grut,.qd states
of unstable neutron-rich n_tclei is neutron emission. The Q values for these
decays can be inferred easily from the binding energy plots shown below.

2.1 p and p-sd model spaces

The IIe isotopes were recently studied by the MSU group where 1°He was
not observed and thus is most probably unstable (Ref 14). In Fig. 1 We show
the experimental binding energies for the ground and excited states of the He
isotopes compared to a recent p-shell calculation. In this calculation three
parameters of a potential model for the interaction and the two single-particle
removal energies (SPRE) were fitted to the eight known data including the
.lnding energy of 9He obtained from a pion double-charge-exchange reaction
(Ref 15). The fit is good for the known states and in agreement with the
experimental prediction that 1°tie is unstable. In the calculation, 1°He is
clearly unbound to two-neutron emission and may or may not be bound to
one-neutron emission.

In the extreme j-j coupling limit, the He binding energies can be inter-
preted iii the sheU model as follows. The Ps/2 SPRE, as determined by the



SHe(ground state)-4tIe energy difference, and the pl/2 SPRE, a.s determined

from the Site(excited state)-4He energy difference, are both negative (urn

bound). The °Ile-4t!e binding energy difference is then two times the P3/a

SPI:LE (which by itself would make elte uttbound) plus the pairing energy in

the (p.q/2) 2 configuration. This latter term is positive (attractive) and large

enough to make °He bound. If SHe has a pure (p3/2) 4 configuration, the

effective P3/2 SPRB is given by the SHe-THe energy difference. This is seen

to be positive as a result of the addition of the residual interaction within

the pa/_ shell. Similarly, _be effective P1/2 SPRE given by the OHe-SHe en-

ergy difference is negative but less so than it was in 5He-4He. Finally, we

see that t°IIe is unstable because the positive pairing energy for the (p1/2) 2

configuration is weaker than it was for BHe and not strong enough to make

up for the two times the negative pl/2 SPRE contribution. The calculations

shown in Fig. 1 are more complicated than this extreme j-j coupling picture

sittce they take all p-shell configurations into account. However, the dom-

ittant components of the wavefunctions are those assumed above, and thus

the qualitative features of the discussion still hold.

The neutron rich Li, Be, B, C and N nuclei have been experimentally

studied all the way to tlm neutron drip line (Ref 16, Ref 17 and Ref 18).

PoppeUer et al. (Ref 11)have made binding energy comparisons between the

p-sd PG calculations and experiment. Vieira (Ref 19) has made binding etl-

ergy comparisons between their p-sd M'W-MK calculations and experiment.
In both cases there are differences of up to 2 MeV between experiment and

theory, and because of this there are several cases where the predicted sta-

bility property is in disagreement with experiment. The calculations could

probably be improved by use of a better effective interaction, but the limit

within the model is probably around the G.5 MeV rms deviation obtained for

the weLl-known p-shell nuclei (R.ef 6).

2.2 sd and sd-.pf model spaces

There has been excitement recently about the apparent instability of 2°O

(Ref 1(3). We show in Fig. 2 binding energy curves for the O isotopes. The

experimental data are compared with three predictions: tlle global predic-

tions of Moeller and Nix (Ref 20), the W-sd calculation up to N=20 plus the

W-MG-WBMB-sd-pf calculation beyond N=20, and the SDPOTA-sd calcu-

lation. The shell-model predictions are clearly better than the global-model
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predictions in this ca.se. Tile average deviation between tlle shell-nmdel pre-
dictions and experiment is consistent with the average 180 keV rms de',iation
found for 447 ground and excited states over the entire sd shell (Ref 2 and Ref
8). Tile global model of Moeller and Nix as well as most other global models
(Ref 21) predict that 2eO is stable in contradiction to experiment. However,
this is not too surprising, given the rather poor agreement for the other O
isotopes, lt is more surprising that the W-sd calculations also predicts that
2°O is stable by about t MeV. Ilowever, the SDPOTA-sd calculation predicts
2BOto be unstable, but only by 20 keV! Tills difference is an indication of the
rather large model dependence which can exist in the shell-model extrapola-
tions to exotic nuclei. With both W and SDPOTA 2rO and 2aO are predicted
to be uastable, We now discuss some aspects of the model dependence.

The trend of the O binding energies can be understood in the extremej-j
coupling limit in much the same way as was discussed for the lie isotopes.

We shuw in Fig. 3 the effective neutron single-particle energy (ESPE) as
a function of neutron number in this j-j coupling limit. (By convention,
ESPE =- -SPRE, where SPRE is the single-particle removal energy used in
the discussion for the He isotopes.) The neutron ESPE are seen to be rather
constant as a function of neutron number. This leads to a simple qualitative
interpretation for the binding energy curve shown in Fig. 1. Between N=8

and 14 the neutrons fill the ds/_ orbit which is bound in 180 by about 4 MeV.
This, together with tlm attactive pairing energy, provides the sharp increase
in binding energy observed between N=8 and 14. Between N=14 and 16 the

neutrons fill the sl/_ orbit which is less bound than the ds/2. Thus one starts
to see less increase in the binding energy at this point. Between N=16 and 20
the neutrons fill the d3/_ orbit which has close to zero energy, and the binding
energy curve becomes flat in this region. This flatness, of course, makes it
difficult to predict exactly which nuclei will be stable, which is what makes
this region so interesting from the stability point of view. Beyond N=20 the
ne_ttrons must start to go into the pf shell orbits which are unbouud. Hence
the binding energy curve decreases beyond this point. This marks the end
of where the O isotopes can be studied and also the end of where they need
to be understood for astrophysical purposes.

At ttm next level of detail we should take into account the small shifts in

the neutron ESPE shown in Fig. 3. These are again due to the interactions
within the shells. For example the shift in the st/_ ESPE between 160 and
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_20 isdue the monopole average over two-body matrix elements:

]Ej (2J+i) <ds/2,sx/2,JlV[ds/2,sx/2,J> / _j (2J+1)

It is important to note tba.t these two-body matrix elements can in princi-
ple be obtained from information on excited states in 1so and 190 etc. Data

on excitation energies relevant to these ds/2-sl/_ two-body matrix elements
were included in the 447 fit-data set used to obtained the W and SDPOTA

interactions. Hence, tile good agreement for the 230 and 240 mass predic-
tions may not be surprising even though data on these two nuclei were not
included in tile fit-data set. In contrast, beyond _40, the ESPE depend on

the ds/2-d3/2 two-body matrix elements. Data on excitation energies relevant
to these do not exist because they are more highly excited configurations
and lie in a large level density of intruder states. Hence beyond 240, the pre-
dictions rely more on assumptions itr the calculation which cannot be tested
from previously known data. For the W interaction this is the Kuo-Brown G
matrix used for the poorly determined linear combinations, and for the SD-
POTA interaction this is the particular form of the potential model assumed

(a modified surface one-boson exchange potential).

The actual sd-shell calculations shown in Fig. 2 go beyond j-j coupling
and include ali possible sd-shell configurations. But again, the dominant
configurations are those assumed above. These calculations, it should be
remembered, are based on zeroth-order perturbation theory together with an
assumed constancy of the bare SPE and an assumed simple (A/18) °'3 mass
dependence of the two-body matrix elements (Ref 2 and Ref 8). Presumably
nature is more complicated titan this. But, given the continued success of the
shell-model in correlating essentially ali observed data, these complications
must get folded into the effective nature of the interactions in a way that
may never be fully quantitatively understood.

In contrast to the relative constancy of the neutron ESPE as a function
of neutron number, they quickly decrease as a function of proton number,
as shown in Fig. 4 for N=20 and Z=8 to 20. By the time one reaches 4°Ca
all of the sd-shell orbits as well as the pf-shell orbits are bound. At N=20
the ESPE of the neutron orbits as a function of N should again be rela.tively
constant, and applying the same qualitative argument as above, we can see
that ali Ca isotopes out to S°Ca should be stable. The stability in the region
bet_'.een 6°Ca and 7°Ca depends on exactly what the value of the ESPE for

, 6
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the g0/2 orbit is at this point.

Binding-energy comparisons have been made for Z-9-20 similar to tile

ones shown in Fig. 2 for O. We show the differences between experiment

a,nd the theoretical predictions in Fig. 5. The predictions are based oil W-sd

for N<_20 and W-MG-WBMB-sd-pf for N>20, New data on the F and Ne

isotopes have been included (Ref 22).

We first discuss tlle stability properties which are not strewn in Fig. 5.

:SF is predicted to be unstable and 2SF is predicted to be stable by both

W and SDPOTA in agreement with experiment (Ref 16). W-MG-WBMB

predicts all F nuclei to be unstable beyond this point. _gNe is predicted

to be unstable by 129 kev with the W interaction and by 4 keV with the

SDPOTA interaction. Hence the disagreement with experiment (Ref 16) is

not too surprising, a°Ne and a_Ne are predicted to be stable and al Ne unstable

in agreement wiJ.h experiment. Beyond these only a4Ne is predicted to be

stable. Ali remaining nuclei in the sd-shell (N<20) for Z>10 are predicted to

be stable, in agreement with experiment. And for N>20 and Z>10 the W-

MG-WBlVIB calculations have not yet been carried out far enough in neutron

number to predict where the drip line is.

The differences shown in Fig. 5 show excellent agreement between exper-

itnent and theory for most cases. Again we emphasize that the shell-model

i_ a successful model for excitatiun energies as well as ground state masses.

To emphasize this point we show in Fig. 6, the predicted and experimental

excitation energies for _rA1 (Ref 23). The quality of agreement shown for

_ZAl holds for levels up to about 8 MeV in ali sd-shell nuclei near the valley

of stability.

There are some exceptional deviations in Fig. 5. For N--18 and 9<Z<13

there is a pronounced glitch which may be due to a similar kind of model-

dependence left in the W interaction as discussed above for _eO. The more

dramatic deviations in the most neutron rich Na and Mg isotopes, which have

been known for many years (Ref 24), point to the intruder state problem
which is discussed in the next section.

The next major step in the sd-shell calculations will be to incorporate ali

of the new data which has appeared since the original fit-data set wan put

together about ten years ago.



3. CROSS-SHELL EXCITATIONS AROUND 3_MG

The anomalies in the binding energies, excitation energies, half-lives and

radii of the most neutron rich Na and Mg isotopes relative to the type of

Ohw calculations described above have been known for a long time (Ref 24).

The situation has been referred to as the "collapse of the conventional shell

model" (Ref 25). Several studies over the past ten years have indicated that

the problem is clue to low-lying intruder states from the pf shell (Ref 26,

Re[ 27 and Ref 28). We report here on a new set of systematic calculations

with the W-MG-WBMB interaction for these intruder states (Ref 5). These

new calculations incorporate all of the sd and pf orbits and represent the

most ambitious calculations to date. An advantage (and disadvantage) of

our calculations is that there are no adjustable parameters. The W-sd and
MG,pf parts of the interactions were already well established. The WBMB

cross-shell interaction (Ref 13) was ubtail,ed from a fit of the Millener-Kurath

potential model (Ref 12) parameters and some fine tuning oi"some ii,dividual

two-body matrix to reproduce the excitation energies of lp-lh states in 4°Ca
and 4°K.

Atr important aspect of our calcltlations is that we do not allow [or explicit

mixing between Ohw, 2bw, 45w, etc. configurations or between lhw, 3bw etc.

configurations. The rationale for this restriction is related to the "excitation-

order" problem discltssed iu Ref 2 and is discussed more in the present context

in Ref 5. The standard shell-model interactions we are familiar with, such

as the W-sd interaction, are designed to reproduce binding energies without

such explicit mixing and must already incorporate this mixittg implicitly.

Our experience with the well-known nhw intruder states near 1°O and 4°Ca
indicates that these different excitations tend to "coexist" rather than to

strongly mix with each other. Our point of view is that we do not at present

know how to deal with explicit mixing and that hopefully "coexistence" will
continue to hold.

This is one of the major differences between our calculations and those of

Poves and Retamosa where explicit mixing between major shell0 is allowed.

Poves and Retamosa mix an extremely deformed 2bw ground state band

(e.g. with the 2 _ energy around 200 keV) with the normal 0bw states to get

resulting spectra which are moderately deformed (e.g. with the 2+ energy

around 800 keV). Our calculation, with no mixing, and the Poves-Retamosa

8



cn.lculation, with large mixing, give qualitatively the same spectra iu cases
where tile experimental data were known before the calculation. We will
point out at the end of this section severa,! places where important differences
between the calculations are expected which could be tested experimentally.

3.1 Weak-coupling aspects

ht our study of the 3u3,'Igregion, we first calculated ali of the 0bw and
lhw spectra which had dimensions less tlian about 12,000. Comparison to
expe'iment for the Z>14 region was good (Ref 29 and Ref 30). However,
as discussed in the last section, the calculated Ohw binding energies in the
region of 3UMgare markedly smaller than experiment. We next looked at nhw
excitatiolls for N=20 and Z<14. Full space 1gw and 2bw sd-pf calculations
are possible for 2sO, 2°F and 3°Ne. From these studies we determined that
the proton excitations from sd to pf could safely be ignored. The important
state was found to correspond to a 2bw neutron excitation. This state had an
excitation energy relative to the lowest Ohw state in these three nuclei of 2.96
MeV, 1.34 MeV, and -0.79 MeV, respectively. The full-space calculations for
most of the nuclei of interest around 32Mg have dimensions which are too
large to handle. We investigated several truncations which have promise for
future calculations. However, the most interesting and useful result found in
these investigations is that a weak-coupling model can be used to relate the
excitation energy of the nhw configurations to the calculated Ohw binding

energies in nuclei with neighboring ncutron numbers.

Many examples, of the weak-coupling model have been discussed for nu-
clei around 1sO and 4°Oa wllere the residual interaction between particles
anti holes has an isospin-dependence (Ref 31). In our caze the form of the
particle-hole interaction is much simpler since only neutrons are presumed
to be excited. The motivation for the weak-coupling formula is as follows.
Consider, as an example, the N=19 nucleus 31Mg which has a Oh,, configu-

ration of one neutron hole (lh) in the sd shell relative to the N=20 neutron
closed shell. The nhw configuration then has the form (vpf)"-(vsd) -('+').
In analogy with the expression for 1-particle 1-hole states in closed shell nu-
clei, the energy of this nhw configuration relative to the N=20 closed shell is
E(19,nhw) - E(20) = e(n-particles) - e[(n+ 1)-holes] - n(n+ 1)C, whereE(N)is
the interaction energy of the 0hto configurations (the negative of the binding
energy) for the neutron number N (at a fixed Z), and where the last term



takes illto account the average particle-hole interaction C between neutrons,
The particle energy is given by _(n-particles) = E(20+n) - E(20) and the hole
energy is given by e[(n+l)-holes] = E(20) - E(t9-n). By combining these re-

o t i,, E(t,9)=E(19-.)+E(20+,,).
E(20) - E(19) - n(n+l)C. For N<.20 this generalizes to

ExW*(N,nhw)= E(N-n)+ E(20+n)- E(N) + E(20)- n(20-N+n)C,
and for N>20

ExW_(N,nhw) = E(N+n)+ E(20-n) - E(N) + E(20)- n(N-20-bn)C.

The weak-coupling model should be a valid approximation if the dominant
interactions are taken into account by the E(N) and the residual interaction
C is weak. This appears to be true in our case, Empirically we obtain C
= 143 keV for Z=8 and C = 240 + 10(Z-9) kev otherwise. There is the
additional assumption that the energies and structure of the multi-particle
and nlulti-hole configurations do not change when they are coupled together.

The excitation energies for the 2bw ,,_id lhw configurations based on the
full space and weak-coupling models are compared in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
respectively. In addition, in these figltres we give the excitation energies
iu the weak-coupling model where the full basis calculation is not possible
and in Fig. 8 we also give the 3bw excitation in the weak-coupling model.
Examination of Figs. 7 and 8 shows that the region of nuclei shown in Fig.
9 do not have Ohw ground states, and we will refer to this as the "island of
inver sion."

3.2 Mechaaisms for lowering the nhw excitations

We now discuss the mechanisms by which the nhw excitations are lowered
in energy to create the island of inversion. The first aspect is the single-
particle energy gap between the sd and pf shell. ']:'he neutron effective single-
particle energies (ESPE) calculated with our interaction are given in Fig. 4.
For 2sO (Z=8) and 4°Ca (Z=20) the results are exact and given by E(N=21)

E(N=20) for the pf particle states and by E(N=20) - E(N=19) for the sd
hole state. For 3'tSl (Z=14) and 36S (Z=I6) the results shown in Fig. 4 are
approximate and obtained under the assumption that the protons have a sub-

slmll closure of (dB/_)8 and (ds/2)°(st/2) 2, respectively. Our full calculations
for aaSi and a°S include ali possible sd-sheU proton configurations.

10



The ga.p between sd and pf shells shows a moderate decrea,se from Eg,_r,
= 7239 kev in 't°Ca to 5115 KeV in 280. This is in contrast to tile results of

Storm et al. (Ref 28) which predict tile gap actually becomes negative ft,r

280. We see from Fig. 5 that our 0hw mass predictions (and hence our ESPE)
are in good agreement with experimental N=19, 20 and 21 binding energies
from Z=20 to Z=13. Thus, we have some confidence in the correctness of
our extrapolation from Z=12 to Z=8. We conclude that the decrease in the
sd-pf gap contributes to, but is not the primary cnuse of, the inversion.

For proton excitations the gap between d_/_ and fv/._is very large for 280
(t4.7 MEV), slid the sd-pf excitations for protons can be ignored. Of course,
the sd-pf gap is the same for protons and neutrons in 1°O and 4°Ca and
both excitations must therefore be considered in these regions. However, we
find that the the low-lying 2hw states in aSAr are already dominated by the
neutron excitations.

The excitation energies of the 1/tw neutron lp-lh states in the N=20
isotones (see Fig. 8) are close to the gap energy Egai, in sao, 34Si and asp.
The lowering of the l_w excitation to 2404 keV in 31Na attd its increase back
up to 4747 keV in 3_Si is an aspect of the correlation energy (but on a smaller
scale) which will now be discussed in more detail for the 2ht,., excitations in
N=20 and the ihw excitations in N=I9 and 2l.

First we consider the 2/'_wexcitations for N=20. It can be seen fron. Fig.
7 that the excitation energy of the 2bw neutron excitations is always much
lower than two times the ESPE gap. Both the neutron-neutron interaction
energy En,, and the proton-neutron ]uteraction energy Erm contribute to this
effect. Since the monopole interaction is taken into account by the changes
in the ESPE, E,,,, is primarily due to the residual "pairing" interaction. E,,,
cau be estimated from the calculated excitation energy of tlm 2p-2h state

in 280; Er,n = Ex- 2x(E_p) = 3038-2x(5115) keV =-7192 keV (with the
weak-coupling estimate for Ex). Since E,_,_depends only on _he neutron
configurations, we expect E,_,_to be approximately independent of Z. Thus,
the proton-neutron contribution E_ as a function of Z can be estimated
from Er,,_(Z) = Ex(Z) - 2x(Egap) - En, with Ea,p = 5115 keV and E,,,, =
-7192 keV. For Z=9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 we thus obtain Ep,, = -1752,
-3736, -3540, -3954, -2184 and -1222 keV, respectively. These turn out _o
be qualitatively similar to the correlation energy discussed by Pores and

11



Retamosa (Ref 27). ttowever, a quantitative comparison cannot be made
since tile correlation energy is not itself quantitatively defined.

In summary, we flttd that there are three mechanisms wllich combine to

give tile inversion of 2bw relative to 0_w: the (small) reduction in the ESPE
gap, tile pairing energy g,_,_,and the proton-neutron interaction energy Ep..
The only one of which should have a strong Z dependence is Ep..

For a,II N=Z nucJei in the sd shell, there a,re low-lying (1,4-2.2 MeV)
collective 2+ states. When both protons and neutrons fill the beginning of a
major shell there are strong 4tie-type correlations which lead to well-defined
prola,te deforma, tions a,s in tire case of 2°Ne and a4Mg in the sd shell. The
prolateness of =°Ne and 24Mg is reinforced by the small energy gap between
tile ds/2 and sl/2 orbits in the lower part of the sd shell. In N=Z nuclei in the
middle to end of a major shell there is a competition between prolate a,nd
oblate deformations as in the case of =sSi, a2S and neAr in the sd shell. For
these nuclei the type of collectivity is particularly sensitive to the spacing of
the single-particle orbits in tile major shell.

For the 2gw configurations in N=20, we note tha,t the two-neutron con-
figuration will always tend toward collectivity because the fr/2 and p3/l neu-
trons orbits are close for ali Z values (see Fig. 4). ttowever, the situation
for the two-proton configuration is quite different. At N=20 and Z=8 the
ds/2 orbits and sl/2 proton ESPE are close in energy (see Fig. 10), and this
reinforces the collectively of the (neutron-pf)2(proton-sd) 2 configuration near
_so. tlence Ev,, is large for 3°Ne. Itowever, tile gap between the ds/_ and sl/2
proton ESPE increases to about 6 MeV for 34Si. In this case the ds/2 protons
tend to form a closed shell, and the energy of the Oh., 2+ state in 34Si is
very high (4.9 MEV). Titus, in the weak-coupling model the contribution to
Eta, is greatly reduced and would be zero in the limit of a (ds/2) _ proton
closed-shell configuration (since only the monopole term can contribute in
this case). This is the reason for the strong Z dependence in Ep,, and for the
end of the island of inversion in 34Si. As a consequence of the large dB/2-sl/_

proton splitting in 34Si, the ds/2 proton truncation assumed by Pores and
Retamosa may be partly useful for nuclei just below 34Si (with some effec-
tive interaction change_), but closer to 2sO the explicit contribution from the

proton sl/_ orbit must be taken into account, and for the tile Gamow-Teller
decay properties the d3/_ orbit will always be important.

12



The E,_,, contribution to the lttw excitation energy in tile N=19 nuclei can

be estimated from 27( ..s E,,, = Ex- E_p = 2110-5115 keV = -2077 keV. E_
as a function of Z is then about -1448, -1899, -1804, -2102, -1151, -1175 keV

for _8F, 2_Ne, 3°Na, 31Mg, 32A1 and 33Si, respectively. The results for the lhw

states of the N=21 v.uclei are E,,, = -4187 and E_(Z) = -304,-1837,-1736, -

1862, -1033 a,_d -47 for 3°F, 3XNe, 32Na, 3'_Mg, 34A1 and 35Si, respectively. The

lowering of t r'ese states is due to the 3He(3H)-type correlation energy, and the

relative magnitudes of these Era(lhc.J) relative to the Ev_(2hw ) due to 4He-

type correlations discussed at the beginning of this section are reasonable.

The inversion of the 2bw excitations relative to 0bw appears when the Ohw is

itself not very collective. The reason why there is not an inversion of the 3bw

relative to lhw in N=19 and 21 is probably because the lhw are themselves

already fairly collective. For 31Na we do find an inversion of 3bw relative to
lhw.

It is well known that nhw spectra often lie very low in excitation energy

for the reasons discussed above• The lowing lying 4bw 4p-4h state in 1sO and

its explanation in terms of a weak-coupling model (Ref 32) is perhap_ the

most famous example. In fact, if the p-sd single-particle gap were only about

1 MeV smaller than what is actually is, this would probably be the ground

state of _80 and the island of inversion near 3INa would not beso unique. The

same can be said of 4°Ca. But by the time we reach A=80 the nominal shell

closure of the pf shell is lost by the lowering of the g9/2 orbit, and beyond this

point it is well known that magic numbers are no longer those of the major
harmonic oscillator shells. The mechanisms behind our island of inversion

are also responsible for the low-lying intruder states in heavy nuclei (Ref

33). This suggests obvious applications of the weak-coupling approximation

to these heavy nuclei. Relationships to the deformed shell-model approach

have also been pointed out (Ref 34). In addition, we note that there is a

similar intruder state problem in the region around 12Be, where the ground

state of llBe has a well-known lhw 1/2 + configuration.

3.3 Comments on the comparisons to experiment

In Ref 5 we discuss many examples where the qualitative aspects of our

weak-coupling calculations agree with experiment, ttere we give a few exam-

pies and some comments on places where more experimental data are needed

and/or where more calculations are needed.

13



a) The low excitation energy of both the lhw (Fig. 8) _nd 2bw (Fig. 7)
coutlgurations in 31Mg are consistent with the recent data which shows a large
level density at low excitation energy (Ref 35). However, we are not able at
present to calculate tile preci,se order of these configurations or the order of

the states within a given configur_tio,l. We note that 31Al has experimental
/3 decay przJerties as well as low-lying levels which agree with tile tile sd
calculation, but that 31Mg has experimental _ decay properties wMch are in
complete disagreement with the sd calculation (Ref 33). This indicates that
the _round state of 31Mg is not the expected 3/2 + sd coI:figuration, but is a
lhw or 2fiw configuration. More experiments and calculations are ne'eded to
sort out the possib'ilities.

b) In 34S1, the 2+ state seen experimentally at 3 33 MeV is close to where
we would expect our 2+ 2h_v State. The negeAive parity states neat 4.3 MeV

] are close to where we predic'_ the l_¢v excitations to start (see Fig. 8) and
are also consistent with the _ decay of a_A1 (Ref 30). The Poves-Retamosa
calculations are also in reaso|t_ble agreement for these known states (Ref
37). However., we predict a 0 + state from the 2/ira configuration around
1.5 MeV (see Fig. 7), whereas the Poves-Retamosa calculation puts this
excited 0+ state near 4 MeV (Ref 37), This state has not yet been observed
experimentally.

c) In 32Mg the known 2 + state at 0.88 MeV is close to where we expect
the first excited state of the 2bw ground-state band. Because the 1bw and
2bw configurations in 3_Na are close in energy (and both below the Ohw
configuration) the states around 3.0 MeV in 32Mg seen in the 32Na/3 decay
have several interpretations in our model. If Z_Na has a 2trw ground state
then it would have a negative parity and would decay to the negative-parity
states expected around 3 MeV in 32Mg. If 32Na has a l_w ground state we
predict that this would be 0+ and then i_ would decay to 1+ states in 32Mg
wh;':h could also lie around 3 MeV (we have not yet made calculations for
these 1+ states). The excitation energy in 3_Mg of our predicted 0+ state
from the 0trw cenfigurati_m is around 1 MeV (see Fig. 7). In contrast,
the Poves-Retamosa calculations predict a 4+ state at about this excitation
energy. More experimental information is needed to test these predictions.

d) The most serious disagreement with our present calculations is the u,der-
binding of 3_Na and 33Na,. Even though our intruder states comes below the

14
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0hT configurations (see Figs. 7 and 8) for these nuciei, it is not enough to
explain the magnitude of the discrepancy indicated in Fig. 5. lt wouid be
very useful to have new experimental dat_ for tile masses of tile neut;on rich
Ne and Nr_isotopes. Continued disagreement with experiment may indicate,
fbr example, that our extrapolated pf single-particle energies are wrong.

e) For tlm secondary-beam experiments which may eventually be possible,
we would like to suggest that one-nucle._n transfer experiments will provide
the most valuable spectroscopic infe:mation for improving the calculations.
Theoretical extrapolations of the single-particle energies in nuclei far from

stability are difficult and uncertain. They are also the most important °ingle
ingredient for the understanding of more detailed aspects of the structure.

f) Calculations are needed for the/3-decay properties of the intruder states.
In particular, the unusual half-life and decay properties of alMg (Ref 36)
must be understood.

4. BETA DECAY PROPERTIES

Beta decay and electromagnetic properties pre,,_de exa.'.'ting tests of the
wavefunctions. For the nuclei close to s',,ability the 0hT shell-model calcu-
lations have been well tested. In the sd shell essentially ali data have been

compared for Gamow-Teller 3 decay (Ref 38), M1 gamma decay and Iz mo-=
ments (Ref 39 and Ref 40), E2 gamma decay and Q moments (Ref 2 and Refi

41). With simple effective operators, the comparison between experiment
and theory is excellent. For the half-life and Gamow-Teller strength func-
tions discussed below, the most important aspect o.r the effective operator
from the known sd-shell data is the overall quenching factor of about 0.60

in the B(GT) values (Ref 40). (That is, the experimental B(GT) values are
60% of that expected theoretically.) There are some orbit and mass depen-
dences le,und and expected in the effective Gamow-Teller operator (Ref 4{}).
In particular, one does net expect so much quenching for the p-shell nuclei.
IIowever, for uniformity we include this overall quenchin S ,ra,,_v; ,,i"6.ts;_in

11_,. the comparisons for exotic nuclei discussed below.

4.1 Neutro_-rich sd model space

. In conjunction with our study of individual Gamow-Teller matrix ele-
ments near tl:e N=Z line (Ref 38), we calculated the half-llves and final-state
branching ratir, s for ali neutron rich sd-shell nuclei (Ref 36). The half-life
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comparison is shown in Fig. 11 for an older set of data (Ilef 36 and Ref 42).

The new ilalf-lives measured since we published these predictions (Ref 43,

Ref 44, Ref 45 and Ref 46) are in reasonable agreement. Tile major disagree-

ment in tile half-life and d*cay of 31Mg noted in Ref 58 still stands and was

discussed ill terms of tile intruder states in tile last section,

Several new data have appeared on the details of the final state gamma-

decay spectra seen in these /3 decay. The decay of 220 has been studied

and compared with tile sd-shell calculations (Ref 43). These date_ when

combined with tile transfer data (Ref 47) provide a spectrum for a_F _vhlch

is irt excellent agreeme,tt wit.h the calculations. [The appare,tt disagreemeut

between excitations energies obtained from transfer reactions (Ref 48) and

decay has been attributed to doublet structure of tile _2F grouud state (Ref

43 a,ld Ref 47)]. For the fl bra,lchiug, it is particularly i,lteresting to note that

the decay to the lowest 1+ state is predicted to be very weak. lt is also weak

in the experiment but perhaps not as much so as predicted. I,l the extreme j-j

coupliltg picture we would expect the lowest 1+ stateB to have a ds/_ proton-

particle neutron-hole configuration and to have a reasonably large strength.

Its counterpart in the the pf shell is well known as the lowest 1+ state in

4SSc and is stro,,g in the 4SCa(p,n) reaction (Ref 49). In contrast, the simple

pn.rticle-hole state in _2F is the second state at 2.37 MeV in the calculation

and the lowest 1+ state has a completely different nature. This state turns

out to have a strong overlap with the _°O + dueteron configuration.

The recet_t detailed study of the 2"Na (Ref50) a,td '_°Na (Ref51) 8 decays

provides much ,mw informatio,l on the Gamow-Teller strength functions and

the final state spectra which are in reasonable agreement with the sd-shell

calculations. The quenching observed for _Na is consistent with the 0.6

factor discussed above, but the quenching observed for 3°Na is about a factor

of two larger (that is, the theory has to be multiplied by a factor of about

0.3 rather than 0.6). Again, this may relate to the intruder state problem

(Ref 51). Beta decay calculations including the intruder states for these

nuclei have not yet been carried out. Alternatively, it may indicate that the

Gamow-Teller strength function is systematically moved to a higher e,lergy

co,npared to tile calculation.

Qualitative aspects of the calculated beta delayed neutron probabilities

can be inferred from tile tables in Ref 36. (In some cases there is the possibil-
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ity that not enough excited states were calculated for the tabulations of Ref

36. However, in the following examples this is not the case.) For example, a
Pn value of 1.9% for 230 can be obtained by assuming that ali beta decays to
levels above the neutron-decay threshold in 23F of 7..55 MeV will neutron de-
cay. (The two-ueutron, decay threshold of 12.74 MeV is abovc the beta-decay
Q value of 11.63 MEV.) This is in disagreement with a recent experimental
result of Pn = 313:7% (Ref 46). Similarly, for 24(3 the c,xlculated Pn of 15.3%,
obtained with a neutron decay threshold of (3.9+_0.2) MeV for 24F (Ref 22),
is in disagreement with the experimental value of 584-12% (Ref 46). (Since
a level at 4.1 MeV in 24F accounts for 10% of this Pn value, the Pn would
be reduced to 5.3% if this level turned out to be below the neutron-decay

threshold.) lt is not clear to us why these disagreements are so large.

4.2 Neutron-ricll p-sd and sd-pf model spaces

Calculations and comparison to experiment for the half-llves and branch-
ing ratios have also been made for neutron-rich p-sd nuclei (Ref 45, Ref 52,
Ref 53, Ref 54 and Ref 55) and sd-pf xluclei (Ref 29). The parent nuclei are
assumed to have 0fiw ground state configurations and then the GT leads to
1bw excited state configuration in the daughter nucleus. The decay to the
lower-lying Ohw states in the da.ughter nuclei is first-forbidden. Except in
unusual circumstances, tile first-forbidden branchings are negligibly small in

these two mass regions (Ref 55) and have been ignored in some calculations
(Ref 52 and Ref 53).

For both the p-sd and sd-pf regions the calculated half-lives are within
abottt a factor of two of those measured. In particular, as we mentioned in
Ref 53, the experimental half-lives for 1iLl and 12Be are about a factor of two
larger than those calculated, giving some hint of intruder state mixing. As
was mentioned above for the binding energies in the region, the calculations
could probably be improved with a better effective interaction, lt would also
be interesting to investigate the intruder state problem in the region around
_2Be. In the future we plan to extract the delayed neutron probabilities from
the Gamow-Teller strength functions calculated in the p-sd region in order to
compare with experiment (Ref 45, Ref 46, and Ref 54). In the sd-pf region,
iu addition to the theoretical work mentioned above which needs to be done,
it is important for tile element synthesis aspects of astrophysics to extend
the bet_-decay calculations to the region of 16<Z<20 and 22<N<30.

17



4,3 Proton-rich sd model space

Data on tile proton-ricll side of the sd sllell provides complimentary infor-
mation to that obtained oil the neutron-rich side. Because of the Coulomb

interaction the stable nuclei do not extend out so far in IN-Z{ as on the _leu-
tron rich side, but beta decay Q values are larger allowing for study of the
Gamow-Teller strength function up to and just above the isobaric analogue
state. The proton-rich stable nuclei do not extend far enough in ]N-ZI to run
into the intruder state problem observed on the neutron-rich side. R,ecent ex-
periments have prolmbly reached the limit of stability on t,he proton-rich side
(Ref 56 and Ref 57) and delayed proton spectra have been or are currently
being attalyzed for most of these (Ref 56 attd Ref 58).

The llalf-lives of the proton-rich nuclei a,re in excellent agreement with

theory (Ref 59 and Ref 60). Experimental determination of the complete
Gamow-Teller strength functions requires a complex analysis of ali delayed
gammas and protons. Several of these cases for T,=-I and T_=-3/2 were
included iu the analysis of Ref 38. In the few more recent cases, those of
a_Ar and aaAr (Ref 61) where such a complete analysis has been carried out,
the agreement with the sd-shell theory is good.

lt t,rns out tl_t t,he Q value for these/3 + decays allows for measurable
transitions to final states only up to about the middle of the Gamow-Teller
strength function in the C1 nuclei. Titus, the comparison between experiment
and theory is sensitive to the energy of the Gamow-Teller resonance, lt is
difficult to distinguish between energy shift effects and quenching when only
part of the Gamow-Teller strength function can be measured. This comment
applies generally to ali/3 + and/3- decays discussed here (see the comment
above concerning the 3°Na decay.)

In many cases there is experimental information only on the delayed pro-
tons. One thing one learns is the energy of the isobaric analoque state. This
can then be combined with the masses of the other members of the isobaric

multiplet to test and study the isobaric mass multiplet equation (IMME).
Recently isospin nonconservation (INC) has been put into the sd-shell cal-
culations with the result that one can calculate the coefficients of the IMME

and compare to experiment. The cornp_rison is good expecially for the "c"

coefficients (Ref 60 and Ref 62).
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The delayed proton spectra are complicated. Tlle protons often go to
intermediate states which themselves can proton decay so that one has to

sum over a large number of intermediate states. Furthermore, the delayed

protons from tile isobaric analoque state are ali isospin forbidden so that

one must use ali INC interaction to carry out the calculation. Ali of these

calculations are now possible but time consu_ning. Such calculations for

the decay of 2as were in reasonable agreement with experiment (Ref 60).

For the proton rich p attd p-sd regions there can also be beta delayed SHe

and 4Ite emission which are complicated because cluster overlaps have to be

considered. However, we have made such calculations for the decay of °C

(Ref 63) which are not inconsistent with the experimental data.

Au iateresting aspect in the combina.tion of neutron and proton rich data

is observation of mirror asymmetry in Gamow-Teller transitions. These pro-

vide limits on "second-class currents" in the weak interaction, after correc-
tions for the standard INC nuclear structure effects are taken into account

(Ref 64).

5. LARGE RADII AND COULOMB BREAK-UP CROSS SECTIONS

One of the first reaction studies with exotic beams was to measure the

reactioll cross sections on light stable targets (Ref 65 and Ref 66). The rela-

tively large reaction cross section, fc_lnd for the most neutron-rich nuclei has

, been interpreted in terms of a extended matter (neutron) density for these

nuclei (Ref 65) which is not easy to uIlderstand in terms of conventional

Hartree-Fock calculations (Ref 67). This has lead to a number of less con-

ventional models, such as the dineutron model (Ref 68), being proposed. We
were thus lead to examiue more carefully the assumptious which go into the

more standard calculations (Ref 69).

We carried out a new set of calculations for the total cross sections with

the following assumptions:

a) The radial wave functions were obtained from stardard Hartree-Fock cal-

culations using the SGII Skyrme-type interaction (Ref 3).

b) The orbit occupancies were constrained by the type of Ohw shell-model

calculations described above (expect for the ground state of lXBe for which

a lhw shell-model space was used.)
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c) The binding energy of tile last neutron orbit was constrained to reproduce
either: (i) the one-neutron separation energy in the case of a closed neutron
slmU (e.g. 11Li and l_Be) or a single valence neutron (e.g.ltBe), or (ii) one-
half of the two-neutron separation energy in the case where two-neutrons are
in tile valence shell (e.g. 14Be.) These binding energies were constrained by
multiplying the central part of the Hartree-Fock potential by a constant.

d) A Glauber-type model using a zero-range and a finite range nucleon-
nucleon interacti_m with cross section paratneters of cr,_,_= 40mb was then
used to calculate the cross sections. The results are compared to experiment
in Fig. 12.

The general trend of tile experiment is well reproduced by the calculation.
The key ingredient in getting the cross section trend correct is in tlxing the
binding energy of the valence neutron as described in (c) above. The potential
normalizations of 0.82 to 0.86 which v_ere required are not unrealistic. They
reflect the uncertainties introduced from reducing the many-body problem
to a mean-field problem and by using a Skyrme-type interaction adjusted to
properties of nuclei near the valley of stability. Of course it would be better
to have a more fundamental approach. But we believe that our calculations
reflect the essential physics of the situation.

More recently the reaction cross section experiments were extended to

heavy stable targets (Ref 70). The Z and A dependence of the total altd par-
•_ tim cross sections were then used to infer the amount due to Coulomb excita-

tion and subsequent breakup. The inferred cross sections for this Coulomb-
excitation process turned out to be surprisingly large and has lead one to
speculate on the existence of a low-lying "soft-giant dipole state" (R.ef 70).
lt is important to study what is expected from conventional nuclei structure
models, and we will make a few comments in tiffs regard on 11Be and ltLi.

The structure of 11Be is thought to be relatively well understood. The
1/2 + ground state is, in fact, a lhw intruder state of the type discussed above
for the sd-pf region. The only other bound state is the 1/2- state at 0.32
MeV which is associated with the Ohw p-shell configuration. The low-lying
nature of the 1/2 + state can be qualitatively understood in terms of the
weak-coupling model discussed above or in terms of the Nilsson model. The

II low-lying spectrum of 11Be is also easy to reproduce in a Ohw plus lhw shell-
model calculation (Ref 11 and Ref 71). The 1/2 + to 1/2- El transition, with
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a B(E[) = 0.12 e2fm _ = 0.36 W.u., is one of tile strongest known between

bound stat¢-_ (llef 71). TILe theoretical value is very sensitive to tlm radial

wave functions used, But the experinmntal B(EI) value can be reproduced

if the radial wavefuuctions are generated from potentials which reproduce

tile experimental sepa.ratlon energies (Ref 71). In the calculation, tlm only

other E1 transition of the type lhw to 0bw is to an unbound 3/2- state at 3

MeV in excitation. The calculated 1/2 + to 3/2- B(E1) is again about 0.13

e2fm _. lIowever, this is over an order of magnitude too smoll to account for

the inferred experimental Coulomb excitation cross section on Pb of 0.6 to

1.0 bn (Iter 72). The remaining E1 strength lies in the lhw (ground state) to

2bw transitions, and preliminary shellmodel calculationB in this space put

most of the dipole strength above l0 MeV in excitation, which is much too

high in energy to account for the experimental cross section.

Bertsch and Foxwell have recently examined the case of 1ILl in the frame-

work of the RPA model (Ref 73). The method used takes into account the

continuum aspects of the problem (Ref 74) which is important in describing

the E1 strength down to the neutron decay threshold. Unlike LIBe. The

experimental magnetic moment and 3/2- spin value confirm the expected

valence p._/_ proton configuration (Ref 75)for this nucleus, However, the
neutron structure of the 1lbl ground state may not be well understood. The

neutrons may have a Ohw closed shell configuration with the valence nucle-

ons in the p shell (as was assumed above for the total reaction cross section

calculations), or they may have a some (s(l) _ configuration from the intruder

state, or something ill between. (.4, measurement of the quadrupole moment
would be sensitive to the deformation and hence more sensitive to the neu-

tron configuration.) With the same assumptions tllat went into the total

. cross section calculations described above (a pl/_ valence configuration with

a 1.0 MeV binding energy), the cross section for calculated for IlL| on Pb
was 0.19 bn - much smaller than the value of >0.9=t=0.1 bn inferred from ex-

periment (Re[" 70). In the extreme case where the the valence neutrons were

assumed to be in the sl/2 orbit with a small separation energy of 0.19 MeV
a cross section of 0.54 bn was obtained - still smaller than experiment.

Th_ls, in summary, it seems that the large Coulomb excitation cross sec-

tions inferred from experiment are difficult to understand in a conventional

approach. There is, however, some model dependence in subtracting the nu-

clear part of the interaction to obtain the Coulomb excitation cross section

_
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an(1 tltis should be examined more carefully, A consistent cnlcu!ation should

be able to repro(lute the total and partial cross sections as well _s tile mo-

mentum distributions of the fragments (Ref 76), and there is more work to
be done.
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FIGURE 1

Binding energies of states of tile lie isotopes (Ref 14). The experimental
energies are shown by circles and experimental ground-state binding energies
are connected by a line. The calculated energies are shown by the crosses

(slightly offset to the right in the case when they are close to the circles).

FIGURE 2

Binding energies of the ground states of the O isotopes. (a) The ex-
perimental energies (solid circles) are compared to three calculations (solid
lines) discussed in the text: Moeller-Nix (MN), W-sd for N<20 plus W-MG-
WBMB-sd-pf for N>_20 (W), and SDPOTA-sd (A). For display 10 MeV has
been added to tile W comparison and 20 MeV has been added to the A com-
parison. (b) An expanded version of (a) showing the region near the stability
line. For display 5 MeV has been added to the W comparison and 10 MeV
has been added to tlle A comparison.

FIGURE 3

Neutron single-particle energies for the O isotopes (Z=8) as a function of
neutron number. The values at N=14 and 16 were obtained in the extreme

j-j coupling limit.

FIGURE 4

• Neutron single-particle energies for the N=20 isotoncs as a function of
- proton numl_er. ']'he values at Z= 14 and 16 were obtained in the extreme j-j

coupling limit.

FIGURE 5

Difference between the measured and calculated binding energies for the
sd and sd-pf regions. The calculation is W-sd for N<_20 and W-MG-WBMB-
sd-pf for N>20. The lines indicate the semi-magic numbers N=14 and 16
and the zero for the Na and Mg isotope differences.

FIGURE 6

Comparison of experimental and theoretical levels in aZAl from Lickert
et al. (Ref 23). For each spin, the numbers label the energy in keV for the
experimental levels on the left-hand side which are connected by a dashed
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line to the associated theoretical levels on the right-hand side,

FIGURE 7

Neutron-rich nuclei in the A=32 region. The listed numt)ers are the
predicted excitation energies (in keV) of the 2bw ground state relative to the
Ohw ground state, E_(2hw). The symbols denote weak-coupling, W, the full
W-MG-WBMB-sd-pf model space, F, and a truncated version of this model

space, T (not discussed ill the text). We label the excitation energies beyond
our computational resources with asterisks attd, for these cases, show the

_i J-dimension of the N+2 isotope necessary to provide the weak-coupling (W)
prediction. The magic numbers Z=8 attd N=20 are emphasized with double
lines.

FIGURE 8

Neutron-rlchnucleiilttheA=32 region.The toptwo listednuml,ersare

theE_(lhco)inkev forweak-coupllng,W, and thefullW-MG-WBMB-sd-pf
model space,F.The bottom number isE,(3hw)forweak-coupling.We label

theexcitationenergiesbeyond our computationalresourceswithasterisks.
The magicnumbersZ-8 and N=20 areemphasizedwithdoublelines.

FIGURE 9

Partial periodic table highlighting the "island of inversion" centered at
32Na. 'rite magic numbers Z=8 and N=20 are emphasized with double lines.

FIGURE 10

Proton single-particle energies for the N=20 isotones as a function of
proton number. The values at Z=14 and 16 were obtained in the extreme j-j
coupling limit.

FIGURE ii

Comparisonofhalf-livescalculatedfortheGamow-Tellerbetadecayofsd-

shellnucleiwithfiveofmoreexcessneutronswithexpcrirnentaldata(Ref36).
ExperimentaldatafromRef42areshownassquaresand otherexperimental

datasummarizedinRef36 areshown astriangles.The calculatedvaluesare
connectedby thesolidlines.Newer datafrom Ref 43,Ref 44,Ref45 and

Ref46 notshown areinreasonableagreementwiththecalculations.
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FIGURE 12

(a) The reactlo_ cross sections for the Li isotopes on a '_C ta,rget (Ref
69), Tile solid line connecting the boxes (circles) shows the theoretical cross
sections obtained with the fitdte-range iILter_ction (zero-range interaction)
version of tile Glauber model calculations. The nucleon-nucleon cross section

para,meter is taken as 40 mb. Tile data are taken from Ref 65, (b) Same as
in (a) but for the Be isotopes.
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